
KISHORA SAMSKARA SHIBIR  
Kids Holistic development Residential camp 

 
This summer break we invite your child to explore the physical foundations, 
mindfulness and philosophy of Yoga using age appropriate movements, breath , 
games, Sloka chanting, stories, exploring nature and much more. When children learn 
techniques for self Health, relaxation and inner fulfilment , they can navigate life‛s 
challenges with a little more ease. Give your kids an experience that can spark an 
interest in activities that brings a lifetime of value.Children, of this generation are 
brimming with energy and If the energy is channelized in the right direction, their 
growth would progress peacefully.  
Yoga can bring about progress at physical, mental and emotional levels. 
 
Highlights- 

- Yoga asanas and Pranayama abhyaas on the banks of the River Cauvery which flows 
on the side of this divine ashram 

- Exploring the flora and fauna in this place which has galores of fruits, flowers, 
medicinal plants and many peacocks 

- Yogic games and Badaa Khel (  team building gamesas well as games to improve 
awareness and cocentration) 

- Sloka chants  
- Bhajans in the evening  
- Katha Shravana in the banks of the river/while watching the sky in the night 
- Nourishing tasty Vegetarian meals and snacks. 
- Talk on self upliftment,healthy connections by Prabha Krishna and Dr.KKSubramani 
- Bath in the beautiful cauvery river on all the days -a favourite highlight for kids 
- Special activities which would nourish the child’s mind 
- Volunteering at the ashram premises (Karma Yoga) 

 
When: Tuesday May 15th morning  onwards to Friday 18th May  
Three nights and three days stay 
Where: Cauvery Sannidhi ashram, Srirangapatna 
Who can attend: Children 9 yrs to 15 yrs  
 
 



 
What is Special in this camp- 
 

❖  Asanas- helps the child to use muscles in newer ways, while helping the child to 
become aware of the body and it's functions- Overall positive health 

❖  Dynamic Yogic warm ups for building presence of mind,core strength, good posture 
and correct physical alignment 

❖ Sloka Chanting to gain peace, calmness and to become more centered, which in turn 
allows the child to channelize the positive energy received in a variety of ways. 

❖ Yogic games Non competitive Group games(Physical and intellectual) to 
 

● inspires team work, Cooperation  and to enhance coordination and balance 
● To focus and improve attention span and develop awareness. Reinforces 

positive Self esteem 
● Sparks creativity 
● Gives them a bigger picture that everything we do is not for winning but to 

participate and enjoy in the present moment  
● Amazing determination, develops physical strength  
● Resilience through sharing positive and negative experiences 
● Appreciation of different abilities/team mates 

 
❖  Emotional level balance by Pranayama and mindful breathing practices 
❖ A lesson in humility by volunteering at the premises 
❖  A sense of independence, responsibility  as the kids manage on their own in these 

three days  
❖ A time to overcome shyness by putting them into situations where they need to 

communicate with others 
❖  To become more sociable in different environments. They have to deal with 

different people, who may or may not be their friends- Brotherhood feeling  
❖  Feeling connected to our ancestors , talking about the core moral values through 

Mythology stories,talks,etc .Giving kids a platform to come out with their views , 
finding out answers and how these values play a key role in Happiness. 

 
Accomodation and Food: 
This resort/ashram is near Srirangapatna located near the banks of the River Cauvery. Vegetarian 
food, snacks would be provided to all the participants. Stay would be a very simple, comfortable 
and Saatvik, where the participant would feel the experience of being in an ashram. Basic needs 
would be taken care .You can visit www.mysorecauverysannidhi.com to see the gallery and the 
location of this place. 

http://www.mysorecauverysannidhi.com/


Teachers: Prabha Krishna, Roni Halder, Vishwajeet and two more lady Yoga instructors of 
YB 
 
Transport: 
A bus/van would be arranged with details of the bus stops to the participants . Participants are 
required to be at the stop along with their parents at the time given to prevent delay of the 
journey.  
Journey would start on Tuesday May 15th th early morning and return on May 18th 
afternoon 
15th May- Bus stops would be assigned to each participant . Stops might not be in your door 
step but would be planned in such  a way that there is smooth flow without deviations from the 
route.Kindly cooperate in this. We would start the journey from Malleshwaram area at 5.30 am 
and then proceed with respective stops towards Banerghatta road. 
We would have breakfast at Bidadi and have delicious Thatte idli and then continue the journey 
to the ashram. We plan to reach the destination by 11 to 11.30 am. All kids would be allotted the 
rooms and then we would have a tour of the campus .After lunch interesting activities  of the 
planned retreat would start :) 
On 18th May, we would start the journey at 8.45 pm after breakfast and would drop all in the 
respective stops which was assigned. 
 
Registration and donation details: 
Donation  for the entire workshop is Rs.4250  which  is  inclusive of  

● Accomodation- three nights and three days 
● Meals for three days and a breakfast meal on 19th 
●  transport to and fro from Bangalore 

10% discount for siblings. 
Please note:Kids with any kind of medical problems,allergies have to email us with all 
details  before registering for the camp. 
Payment methods: 
Online transfer: Yogabharati trust 

IFSC CODE:  CNRB0004009 
SBAC No: 4009101001252 
Canara Bank, Nobo Nagar branch 
Bangalore-76   

No refund on cancellation. 
ONLY 20 SEATS ARE ALLOWED!! So register your child as soon as possible . First 
come first booking basis. 

Register at : info@yogabharati.net Call: 08033512344 
 

mailto:Info@yogabharati.net


 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
  

 
  

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
  

 
 

 
 


